
Your retirement account is likely one of your largest assets. 
Are you giving it the attention it deserves?

Prudent investment decisions within your retirement account are critically important since the funds you accumulate 

over the coming years may need to support you through at least 30 years of retirement. Fortunately, through your 

employer-sponsored qualified retirement plan, you have the option to open an SDBA, which seeks to provide you with:

 � Access to a wider range of investment options, offering greater diversification opportunities and the potential 

for higher returns.

 � The option to have CLS, a professional money manager, monitor and maintain your portfolio. CLS has been 

managing employer sponsored retirement accounts like yours, since 2002. Today, over 35,000 investors entrust 

their portfolios to CLS.

 � A portfolio that is managed according to your customized risk budget, which takes into account your risk 

tolerance, investment objectives, and investing time horizon.

Benefits of Professional Money Management
Staying on top of your retirement account can be a difficult and 

time-consuming task. In fact, time constraints, unfamiliarity 

with financial markets, and emotional investing have lead 

investors to historically achieve lower returns than what stocks 

have provided. According to a study conducted by Dalbar, Inc. 

in 2015, individual equity (stock) mutual fund investors achieved 

5.19% average annual returns between 1994 and 2014, whereas 

the S&P 500 Index’s average annual returns were 9.85% during 

the same time period. 

CLS portfolio managers are experienced in investment 

management and research. This helps provide peace of mind 

that your most important asset is being monitored daily and that 

appropriate, timely adjustments are being made in your account 

in response to changing market conditions. 

Average Equity  
Investor

S&P 500 Index

Average Annual Returns, 1994-20141

9.85% 5.19%

It should be noted that you cannot invest  
directly in the S&P 500 Index.

SELF-DIRECTED BROKERAGE ACCOUNT OPTIONS
Self-directed brokerage accounts (SDBA) give qualified retirement plan 
participants access to additional investment options outside of their plan’s 
employer-selected investment lineup. 



†Check with your HR department for any plan restrictions regarding the amount of assets that can be moved into the SDBA. 

Commonly-Tracked Asset Classes

Equities International Large-Cap Mid-Cap Small-Cap

Bonds Government Corporate High-Yield

Sample Asset Class Segments and Strategies CLS Tracks

Domestic 
Equities

International 
Equities

Fixed 
Income

Commodities Alternatives Currencies

Mega-Cap Developed Investment Grade Agriculture Volatility U.S. Dollar

Large-Cap Emerging High-Yield Base Metals Inflation Euro

Mid-Cap Small-Cap Inflation Linked Precious Metals Merger Arbitrage Japanese Yen

Small-Cap Regions
International 
(Developed)

Energy Market Neutral Swiss Franc

Micro-Cap Value Emerging Market Gold Buy/Write
Chinese 
Renminbi

Growth Frontier Cash

Value Global Infrastructure Mortgages

Sectors Municipals

Typical Qualified 
Retirement Plan

Expanding Your Investment Options

Traditional qualified retirement plans are 

composed of broad, commonly-known 

investment choices or asset classes. CLS 

believes that risk environments change 

and therefore, investors need expanded 

choices in order to stay within their 

targeted risk ranges. CLS-managed self-

directed brokerage accounts may give 

you additional options for diversification 

and risk management, since CLS tracks 

and analyzes the risk scores of more than 

100 asset class segments and strategies in 

order to build portfolios that seek to stay 

in line with your stated risk budget.

Once your SDBA account is opened, you may move assets between your traditional 

retirement account and the SDBA freely without penalty, since the funds remain 

within your retirement plan at all times†. After moving assets into your SDBA, they may be invested in ETFs, bonds, 

or stocks. This provides you with a broader set of investment choices and greater diversification benefits. 

• Target date fund 
options

• 10-20 mutual 
funds

• Access to 
professional 
management

• Portfolio managed 
according to 
your personal 
investment goals 
and time horizon

• Mutual funds
• ETFs
• Stocks
• Bonds

• Self-directed 
brokerage 
account (SDBA)

Self-Directed Brokerage 
Account (SDBA)



Much like a scale keeps weight balanced, CLS’s Risk Budgeting Methodology ensures that the amount of risk 

in your portfolio is equal to the level appropriate for your financial goals and investment time horizon. 

 � On the left side of the CLS risk budgeting scale, your risk 

budget is represented along a continuum from aggressive to 

conservative. 

 � On the right side, asset classes are represented along the 

same continuum, which accounts for the fact that some 

stocks assume lower risk than some bonds. 

When markets change and different asset classes become 

attractive, moves are made within your portfolio in an attempt 

to take advantage of those areas that are relatively attractive. If a 

move makes the portfolio too aggressive or too conservative, a 

reciprocal adjustment is made to keep your portfolio within your 

specified risk budget range.

401(k) Personal Choice Retirement Account 
(PCRA) & Self-Directed Brokerage Account 

(SDBA) Providers

Schwab & TD Ameritrade

Strategy    Account Minimum

AdvisorOne    $0

AdvisorOne Protection    $0

American Funds    $25,000

Core ETF    $50,000

Core Plus ETF    $150,000

403(b) Providers

Fidelity

Strategy    Account Minimum

BrokerageLink AdvisorOne    $5,000

BrokerageLink Protection    $5,000

BrokerageLink IAM    $25,000

American Funds    $25,000

TIAA-CREF

Strategy    Account Minimum

Retirement IAM    $0

AdvisorOne Hybrid    $5,000

AdvisorOne Hybrid 
Protection

   $25,000

Variety of Strategies Designed to Accumulate Wealth or Protect Assets

Keeping Your Risk Constant



1Source: Quantitative Analysis of Investor Behavior 2014, Dalbar Inc. 

Investing involves risk. This information is prepared for general information only.  This material does not constitute any representation as to the 
suitability or appropriateness of any security, financial product or instrument.  There is no guarantee that investment in any program or strategy 
discussed herein will be profitable or will not incur loss.  It does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation, and the 
particular needs of any specific person who may receive this report.  Past performance is not a guide to future performance.  Individual client 
accounts may vary.

Equity, in terms of investing, is a security which represents an ownership interest in an entity.  Stocks, representing an ownership interest in a 
company, are the most common form of equity.  The primary diversifiable risks are business risk and capital risk; additional diversifiable risks may 
be present depending on the specific security invested in.

International investing is an investment strategy where investors chose global investment instruments. Diversifiable risks include, but are not 
limited to, political risk and currency risk. Developed market investing refers to the practice of investing in the developed market of a foreign 
nation.  Developed markets are characterized by high economic growth, security, industrialization, and high standards of living.  While investing in 
developed markets is often safer than other forms of international investing, risks are still present and include, but are not limited to, market volatility 
risks, inflation risks, and adverse political events. Emerging market investing refers to the practice of investing in a developing market of a foreign 
nation.  The pre-requisites of this practice include a market within the foreign nation along with some form of regulatory body.  Emerging markets 
involve greater risk and potential reward than investing in more established markets. Diversifiable risks for emerging markets include, but are not 
limited to, political risk, currency risk, and liquidity risk.

Fixed Income is an investment style designed to return income on a periodic basis.  Generally, fixed income strategies invest in bonds, real estate, 
loans, and other types of debt instruments.  Diversifiable risks associated with fixed income investing include, but are not limited to, opportunity 
risk, credit risk, reinvestment risk, and call risk.  

Commodity instruments may be affected by changes in overall market movements, commodity index volatility, changes in interest rates, or factors 
affecting a particular industry or commodity, such as drought, floods, weather, livestock disease, embargo, tariffs, and international economic, 
political, and regulatory developments.

Alternative investing refers to the practice of investing in any asset class other than stocks, bonds, or cash (otherwise known as the “traditional” asset 
classes).  Alternative investments may include managed futures, real estate, commodities, derivatives, etc.  Unsystematic risks will heavily depend 
on the specific investment and may include, but are not limited to, business risk, liquidity risk, and capital risk.

Currency trading refers to exchanging domestic currency for foreign currency, generally through the FOREX marketplace.  Diversifiable risks may 
include, but are not limited to, interest rate risk, political risk, and opportunity risk. 1396-CLS-3/28/2016
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CLS Investments (CLS) is a third party investment 
manager, ETF strategist, and longtime trusted partner in 
the financial industry. 

CLS was founded with one specific mission, which has endured 
as our guiding principle: to be a trusted partner with financial 
advisors and deliver innovative investment solutions and reliable 
portfolio management to individual investors.

Since 1989, CLS’s active asset allocation approach, broad array 
of customizable strategy offerings, and risk management 
proficiency have led financial professionals to entrust their 
clients’ portfolios to CLS. Today, more than 35,000 investors 
depend on CLS to manage their investment portfolios and help 
them reach their financial objectives. 

1989
Founded

$5.8b*
Assets Under Management

35k+
CLS clients

12
Portfolio managers & analysts

150+
Years of combined investment 

management experience

ABOUT CLS

*as of 2/29/2016


